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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: ANDREW POGUE, EMILY MINTON REDFIELD, D.A. HORCHNER/DESIGN WORKSHOP, INC., D. A. HORCHNER/DESIGN WORKSHOP, INC.
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CREAM
OF THE
NEW
CROP
Introducing the 2016 recipients—their work,
their quirks and why we think they’re swell

ASHLEY ALLIS

story by alison gwinn
portrait photography by jennifer olson
set style by nicole dominic
backdrop art by lexis krieg
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SHAWN LOWE
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DEVON TOBIN

WES FISBECK

NEAL EVERS
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Landscape architect, Design Workshop, Aspen
designworkshop.com

I

nnovator. Leader. Environmental steward. That’s how colleagues describe
Ashley Allis of Design Workshop, an Aspen-based landscape architecture,
urban design and planning firm with offices all over the world, from
Chicago to China. Since starting at the firm in 2005, Allis has worked
on everything from the historic preservation of the Hunter Creek Garden
near Aspen to the planning and project management of a 100-acre private
compound near the ghost town of Ashcroft. “With each project, she strives
for excellence in crafting context-sensitive solutions,” says Mike Albert, a
partner at Design Workshop. For Allis, who has a master’s in urban and
environmental planning from the University of Virginia, it’s all about “telling
compelling stories of a certain time through design.” She is grateful for
the support at Design Workshop: “At a lot of firms, there’s one person’s
name on the door, and everything trickles through that person. But as our
name implies, we’re based on a standard of collaboration. Everyone has a
meaningful say in the process. And the sum is always greater than the parts.”

“In junior high, I started helping
my dad, who was a teacher during
the year, with construction in the
summers. He’s a woodworker and
craftsman, and we would build
little vacation cabins. I liked seeing
how buildings came together, and
I slowly realized that landscape
architecture—the combination of
the environment, architecture and
design—was a good fit for me.”
The best advice she ever got:

“The best way to learn is by
doing. I get to do something
absolutely different every single
day. I’m in Design Workshop’s
next generation, and just as the
firm’s leaders made mistakes,
they’ve given us permission to
make mistakes, too.”
Design crush: “The Fallingwater
house [in Mill Run, Pennsylvania]
by Frank Lloyd Wright. I worked
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there as a landscape intern when
I was an undergrad majoring in
landscape architecture at Penn
State, and I got to really
experience the house beyond what
a normal visitor could, to climb
up the sides of the walls and see
where the flaws were. Wright had
the guts to make big decisions and
do things no one had done before.”
Working with the public:

“I get inspired by working
with communities and being
on the ground talking to people
about what their vision is, then
creating special places that can
be enjoyed by a lot of people.
While working on a park project
in Bozeman [Montana], I held
a workshop for kids where we
made a board game and told
them to design their playground
on that. That was really fun.” »
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D.A. HORCHNER/DESIGN WORKSHOP, INC. (RIGHT)

ASHLEY ALLIS

Like father, like daughter:

“I have a job where I get to travel to
new places and meet people I
wouldn’t otherwise meet. At least once
a week, I think, ‘This is where I belong.’ ”

New version
of Image TK

D.A. HORCHNER/DESIGN WORKSHOP, INC. (2)

Opposite, right: For the
renovation of an Aspen
residential garden,
originally designed by
renowned landscape
architect Richard
Haag, the Design
Workshop team “took
inspiration from the
surrounding mountains,”
Allis says, adding
boulders from Wyoming,
surrounding the pool
with Colorado buff
limestone, and
recladding the
rectangular arch at the
far end in Cor-Ten steel.
They also created
terraces and added a
man-made pond (left)
off the pool area, with
views of Buttermilk
Mountain.
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Above: Design
Workshop designed
and built a swimming
pool with a lap lane
and built-in hot tub at
this Owl Creek home,
near Snowmass. “We
added a wooden
trellis to make it feel
like an outdoor room
that was an extension
of their inside living
area,” Allis says.
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